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SYNOPSIS
Multi-label classification (MLC) is one of the disciplines in machine learning that are widely required in
text classification and semantic scene classification. In MLC problems, each example could belong to more
than one class. One major family of the approaches that are employed to solve MLC problems modifies the
original data set to handle its multi-label nature. For example, in one of the traditional approaches, only one
of the labels assigned to the example is selected randomly or subjectively, otherwise, that example is
discarded from the data set. In another approach, existing sets of labels are considered as distinct labels.
The second major family of MLC methods, adapts the existing classification methods to suit the ML data.
For instance, C4.5 which originally is proposed for decision tree learning, is modified to handle ML data.
Additionally, several nuances of support vector machines are proposed that are able to deal with different
properties of ML data classification. In my work, an embedded MLC method that employs learning
classifier systems, a family of rules-based evolutionary machine learning algorithms, is discussed which
also learns approximate confidence degrees as a part of its rule set. For the purpose of demonstration, the
algorithm is applied to a random data set and results are provided.
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